1. **Question One:-**

We would like to clarify what the app/system is currently built on. Please let us know the tech stack of the app so we can work on a proposal as soon as possible.

Answer question One:-

In this phase, it is not required to discuss the technical details related to the current portal and mobile app, but rather focus on the innovative/creative design.

2. **Question two:-**

Under RFQ Part III, “Contents of Quotations”, there is a ‘creative proposal’ listed as an element the quotation must contain. Can UNFPA please confirm this is required? If a creative proposal is required, please describe what should be included in the Creative Proposal, and how it will be evaluated?

Answer question two:-

UNFPA is seeking creative ideas from the vendors and will not restrict the valuation on preidentified design or criteria.

3. **Question three:-**

Please confirm that Deliverables 2 and 3 (Static Visual Mockups and Visual Mockups) and their 5 and 10 page limits, respectively, are exclusively related to the Menassati website only, and not the digital tool (Shabab IT).

Answer question three:-

The request indeed includes both portal and mobile app designs.

4. **Question four:-**

Whether companies from Outside USA can apply for this? (like, from India or Canada)

Answer question four

This RFQ is advertised to all in and outside the USA.

5. **Question five:-**

Whether we need to come over there for meetings? Can we perform the tasks (related to RFP) outside the USA? (like, from India or Canada)

Answer question five:-
The meetings are scheduled virtually, no travel is scheduled, it is mentioned in TORs.

6. **Question Six:-**

Can we submit the proposals via email?

Answer question six:-

Yes you can via submitting your offer to asro.tenders@unfpa.org